SPATIAL NETWORKS
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Spatial networks
A network is said spatial if the distance between nodes affect the
probability of observing edges between them
• Can be seen as a special case of Assortativity, generalizing the notion of
distance through several dimensions.

Distance
• Physical distance
• Economical distance
• Social distance
• Difference in professional
categories
•…

Geisel et.al. (2011)
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abstract
Complex systems are very often organized under the form of networks where nodes and
edges are embedded in space. Transportation and mobility networks, Internet, mobile
phone networks, power grids, social and contact networks, and neural networks, are all
examples where space is relevant and where topology alone does not contain all the
information. Characterizing and understanding the structure and the evolution of spatial
networks is thus crucial for many different fields, ranging from urbanism to epidemiology.
An important consequence of space on networks is that there is a cost associated with the
length of edges which in turn has dramatic effects on the topological structure of these
networks. We will thoroughly explain the current state of our understanding of how the
spatial constraints affect the structure and properties of these networks. We will review the
most recent empirical observations and the most important models of spatial networks.
We will also discuss various processes which take place on these spatial networks, such
as phase transitions,3random walks, synchronization, navigation, resilience, and disease
spread.

Spatial networks
Types of spatial networks
• Transportation networks
• Airline networks
• Bus, subway, railway, and commuters
• Cargo ship networks
• Infrastructure networks
• Road and street networks
• Power grids and water distribution
networks
• The internet
• Neural networks
• Protein networks
• Mobility networks
• Social networks
•…
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Spatial networks
Examples of �D spaces
• The watts-Strogatz random graph is de�ned on a (circular)
�D space: each node is (initially) connected to its k closest
nodes in this space.
• In social networks, users tend to be more connected with
other users with similar age. We can consider age as a position on �D space. The same is true about political opinions, if we consider a Left-Right spectrum.
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Examples of �+D spaces
• If we consider altitude, geographical networks are �D
spaces
• If we consider multiple nodes properties as dimensions,
nodes can be located on high dimensional spaces, e.g.,
age, political opinion, revenue, geographical location, etc.
Be careful however, that analyzing a spatial networks
needs to de�ne the distance between nodes, which can
be tricky to de�ne if dimensions are of di�erent natures.
• Methods such as graph embedding assign locations in arbitrary large dimensions to nodes that summarize some of
the network properties (see later class).

Distances
The distance between each pair of nodes can be computed in
di�erent ways, depending on the nature of dimensions nodes are
embedded in. The most common ones are:
• Euclidean distance, or L2 distance is the usual, straight
line distance
• Great-Circle distance is used to measure the distance between points located on a sphere, typically the Earth for
6
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Distances
The distance between each pair of nodes can be computed in
di�erent ways, depending on the nature of dimensions nodes are
embedded in. The most common ones are:
• Euclidean distance, or L2 distance is the usual, straight
line distance
• Great-Circle distance is used to measure the distance between points located on a sphere, typically the Earth for
geographical data.
• Dot product and Cosine Distance are often used in high
dimensions, in particular when it makes sense to multiply
the location vectors.
• Manhattan distance, or L1 distance, is sometimes used as
a variant of Euclidean distance for high dimensional data
(it is simply de�ned as the sum of di�erences in each of
the dimensions.)
• Observed distance can sometimes be used, a typical example being average time distance: in datasets of trips
or tra�c, the time distance between dots might be only
loosely proportional to geographical distance.
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Spatial networks
Notation
uv

`uv

su

Metric distance between u and v (Euclidean, Manhattan, etc.)
Route distance between u and v, i.e., sum of Metric
distances between nodes on the shortest path between u and v
Distance strength, cumulative
distance from a node
P
to its neighbors. su =
uv . The relation
v2N (u)
between ku and su can be studied, for instance to
see if larger nodes tend to connect at longer distance.
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Spatial networks
Route factor - Accessibility
Q(u, v) Route Factor, also called the detour index, measures
how e�ciently the network allows to go from a node
to another, it is de�ned as the ratio between the metric distance and the route distance:
Q(u, v) =

hQ(u)i

hQ(u)i =
hQi

uv

`uv

Node Accessibility: Average route factor from a
node to all others:
1
N

1
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Q(u, v)

v

Accessibility: Average route factor for the whole
network:

Fig. 5. Example
detour index calculation. The ‘as crow flies’ distancepbetween the nodes A and B is dE (A
1 of a X
hQi = is dR (A, B) = 4, leading
Q(u, v) to a detour index equal to Q (A, B) = 4/ 10 ' 1.265.
network

N (N

1)

u6=v

where N (k) is the number of nodes of degree k. If this ratio is small, the number of
(k = 3) is small compared to the number of regular crossings (k = 4). In the opposite
of k = 4 nodes, which signals a more organized city.
The authors of [60] also define the ‘compactness’ of a city, which measures how m
denote by A the area of a city 9and by `T the total length of roads, the compactness
2

Simple models
of
spatial networks
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between the two spheres. In terms of this function, the clustering coefficient is given by
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Pablo
Jensen. “Enhancing space-aware community detection using degree constrained spatial null model”. In: International Workshop on
Complex Networks. Springer. ����, pp. ��–��.
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Jesper Dall and Michael Christensen. “Random geometric
graphs”. In: Physical review E ��.� (����), p. ������.
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Similarly
an expression
can be derived in d dimensions [186] which for large d reduces to
Clustering
coefficient
(d=dimensions)

Dall and Christensen ����.
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Soft RGG (Waxman random graph)
Soft RGG, or Waxman Random Graphsa , starts as the RGG by
distributing nodes at random in a space, but instead of adding
links between all nodes closer than a certain distance, it assign
edges between nodes according to a deterrence function f , i.e.,
a function de�ning how distance a�ects the probability of observing edges between nodes.
The Soft RGG can model an ER random graph if f is constant function, f ( ) = p. It can model a classic RGG if f is a threshold function with:
(
1
r
f (d) =
0
>r
a

Waxman ����.
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Deterrence function
Deterrence function

Gr

A deterrence function de�nes how the distance a�ects the probability of observing an edge. It can be a probability (bounded on
[0, 1]), or de�ne a change ratio.
�. It can be de�ned a priori, usually as a classic monotonically
decreasing function, e.g., Negative exponential(f ( ) =
↵ ), with ↵ a parame ↵ ) or Negative power (f ( ) =
eter. A typical example of negative power in geographical data is when the probability of observing an edge decreases as the square of the distance, i.e., f ( ) = 12
�. It can also be learned from data, either by �tting parameters of a prede�ned function (e.g., the ↵ parameter above),
or by using an Ad-Hoc deterrence function.
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Formal description
Origin-destination matrix
• Describe flow of individuals between locations
• Used since decades by geographers
• Definition:
• divide the area of interest into zones (cells) labelled by

i=1…N

• count the number of individuals going from location i to location j

• directed
• weighted
• Beware:

T(i,j)=

• strongly depends on the zone
definition
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The gravity law

Number of trips from location
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j isfrom
scaling
as i to location j follo
that the
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location
Tij = K

Pi Pj
dij

Tij = K

Pi Pj
d

(64)
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Urban Gravity: a Model for Intercity Telecommunication Flows

Inter-city phone
communication (Krings et.al.)
Urban Gravity: a Model for Intercity Telecommunication Flows
•

4

mobile call communication intensity between Belgian
cities
Bruges

Antwerp
Ghent

Brussels
Namur

Liège

Charleroi
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Figure 4. Communication intensity between pairs of cities ver
The black line shows the gravitational law.

The gravity law - empirical summary

36

Barthélemy
/ Physics Reports 499
(2011) 1–101
Both exponentialM. and
power-law
dependence
is observable

Table 1
List of various empirical studies on the gravity law (we essentially focused on recent and illustrative results).
Network [Ref.]

N

Gravity law form

Results

Railway express [164]
Korean highways [161]
Global cargo ship [104]
Commuters (worldwide) [162]

13
238
951
n/a

Pi Pj /dij
Pi Pj /dij
Oi Ij dij exp( dij /)
Pi↵ Pj exp( dij /)

US commuters by county [163]

3109

Pi↵ Pj /dij

Telecommunication flow [134]

571

Pi Pj dij

= 1.0
= 2.0
= 0.59
(↵, ) = (0.46, 0.64) for d < 300 km
(↵, ) = (0.35, 0.37) for d > 300 km
(↵, , ) = (0.30, 0.64, 3.05) for d < 119 km
(↵, , ) = (0.24, 0.14, 0.29) for d > 119 km
= 2.0

studies. Indeed, in [162], the granularity is defined by a Voronoi decomposition, while in [163], counties are used which
are administrative boundaries and not necessarily spatially consistent with mobility processes (a problem known as the
modifiable areal unit problem in geography). In addition, the different exponents could depend on the transportation mode
used, of the scale, or other effects linked to the heterogeneity of users and trips.
In this short discussion, we thought that it could be useful to recall the classical optimization problem and one of the most
important derivations of the gravity law which uses entropy maximization, and also to give a simple statistical argument
which could shed light on the most important mechanisms in this problem.
Optimization
We first recall the classical approach which is at the basis of many studies (see for example [158]). We are interested in
this problem in determining the OD matrix Tij given the constraints
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Fig. 35. jTraffic
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Tij = K

Pi Pj

Source:

(64)
dij
Fig. 35. Traffic flow between i and j as a function of the variable Pi Pj /d2ij . The line has a slope equal to 1.02.
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In the next sections, we will focus on the most recent measures concerning highways [161], commuters
movements [104], and phone communications [134]. We th
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3.3.3.1. Worldwide commuters.
BalcanWorldwide
et al. [162] recently
studied flows
of commuters
on therecently
global sca
3.3.3.1.
commuters.
Balcan
et
al.
[162]
more than 104 commuting flows worldwide between
subpopulations defined by a Voronoi decompositio
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than
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Tij = CPi↵ Pj e
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the best fit is obtained by a gravity law of the form

↵
dij /
T
=
CP
P
e
ij where
where C is a proportionality constant, and
the
i 18
j exponents are: for d  300 km, (↵, ) ' (0.46, 0.64)

Ad-hoc deterrence function
Agnostic deterrence function
•

The influence of distance might be more complex than a power-law or an exponential. In particular, it is
often non-monotonic (first increasing, then decreasing. Think of airplanes, bicyles, public transports…
unlikely to use for short distances)

•

A deterrence function can be learned from data

•

Computed by comparing the number of trips observed at a given distance with the number of trip
expected if distance has no effect (a configuration model)

f(d)
Distance d
19

Ad-hoc deterrence function
Observed edges
Ad-Hoc deterrence function
Expected edges

colation

ensional

0

arameter
random

3
(
d 4

d+1
2

.
random
average

When a spatial model is used to create a randomized version of an
observed network, the most appropriate deterrence function can
be learned from data. A simple way to achieve this is to count the
fraction of edges occurring between nodes at a given distance,
to compare
100and200
300 …it with edges that should appear at random if
there was no spatial e�ect. To avoid over�tting (each pair of node
being at di�erent distances with in�nite precision), we usually create bins of relevant size, e.g., every cm, km, ���km, etc., or using
bins of exponentially growing size, e.g., [�,�],[�,�],[�,�],[�,��],[��,��].
More formally, the deterrence function is de�ned as:
P

f (d) = P

i,j|

ij =d

Aij

i,j|

ij =d

Mij

with Aij the adjacency matrix (or weight matrix) of the observed
graph and Mij the probability of observing an edge (or weight
of edges) between nodes i and j according to the chosen null
model. For instance, with the simplest hypothesis that edges occur completely at random, 8i,j , Mij = d.
20
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The gravity law - as a network null model

Usage as a network null model
•Consider

a spatial network (e.g., phone calls, trips, etc.)

•Fit

a gravity model best explaining the observed network. If the
population is unknown or not relevant, the degrees of nodes (in/out
degrees in directed networks) can be used as a “population”

•=>Random

model with a given edge probability for each pair of node

•The

obtained network is a null model to which the observed network
can be compared
21

The gravity law - as a network null model
PSpa
¼ N i N j f ðdij Þ
ij

[5]

Example of application: Space-independent communities
where N i is, as in Eq. 1, a notion of importance of node i and
where the deterrence function

•

Aij

∑
In the usual modularity, the fraction fof
internal
edges [6]is compared between the observed network and a
ðdÞ ¼
;
NN
∑
configuration model.
i;jjdij ¼d

i

j

i;jjdij ¼d

is the weighted average of the probability A ∕ðN N Þ for a link to
One can replace the configuration
by a from
gravity
exist at distance d. It model
is thus directly measured
the data andmodel
ij

importance of node i and

Aij

Nj

;

[6]

lity Aij ∕ðN i N j Þ for a link to
easured from the data† and
dependence, as is often the
weight of the network is
the system under scrutiny,
in a city or the degree of a
person in a social network.
r case and if the embedding
here f ðdÞ is flat—the stan(SI Text).
a the version of modularity
y Eq. 5. QSpa incorporates
nodes (i.e., their position
favors communities made
large—i.e., pairs of nodes
ted for that distance. Comer contributions to distant
to uncover modules driven

j

†

not fitted by a determined functional dependence, as is often the
case (15). By construction, the total weight of the network is
conserved as required. Depending on the system under scrutiny,
N i may be the number of inhabitants in a city or the degree of a
node when it corresponds to a single person in a social network.
It is worth mentioning that in the latter case and if the embedding
in space does not play a role—i.e., where f ðdÞ is flat—the standard NG model is exactly recovered (SI Text).
From now on, let us denote by QSpa the version of modularity
Spa
(3) whose null model Pij is given by Eq. 5. QSpa incorporates
nonstructural information about the nodes (i.e., their position
in physical space). By definition, QSpa favors communities made
Spa
of nodes i and j such that Aij − Pij is large—i.e., pairs of nodes
which are more connected than expected for that distance. Compared to QNG , QSpa tends to give larger contributions to distant
nodes and its optimization is expected to uncover modules driven
by nonspatial factors.

APPLIED
MATHEMATICS

[5]

dij Þ

i

Numerical Validation
Belgian Mobile Phone Data. To compare the partitions obtained by

optimizing QNG and QSpa , let us first focus on a Belgian mobile
phone network made of 571 communes (the 19 communes forming Brussels are merged into one) and of the symmetrized number of calls fAij g571
i;j¼1 between them during a time period of 6 mo
(see ref. 38 for a more detailed description of the data). This netFig. 1. Decomposition of a Belgian mobile phone network into communities
work is aggregated from the anonymized customer–customer
(see main text). Each node represents a commune and its size is proportional
communication network of a large mobile phone provider by
to its number of clients Ni . (Upper) Partition into 18 communities found by
using the billing commune associated to each customer. The
optimizing NG modularity. (Lower) Partition into 31 communities found
number of customers in each commune i is given by N i . This netby optimizing Spa modularity.
work provides an ideal test for our method because of the importance of nonspatial factors driving mobile phone communication,
a strikingly different type of structure: an almost perfect bipartinamely, the existence of two linguistic communities in Belgium:‡ a
tion of the country where the two largest communities account for
Flemish community and a French community mainly concenabout 75% of all communes (see SI Text for more details) and
trated in the north and the south of the country, respectively.
nicely reproduce the linguistic separation of the country. MoreAs reported in ref. 38, when the weights between communes
over, Brussels is assigned to the French community, in agreement
are given by the average duration of communication between
with the fact that approximately 80% of its population is French
people, a standard NG modularity optimization recovers a biparspeaking and despite the fact that it is spatially located in
tition that closely follows the linguistic border.
Flanders. The remaining smaller communities (not bigger than
Both versions of modularity are optimized using the spectral
10 communes each) originate from the constraints imposed by
the partitions obtained by
method described in ref. 62. Visualization of the results are shown
a hard partitioning, which is blind to overlapping communities
focus on a Belgian mobile
in Fig. 1. The NG modularity uncovers 18 spatially compact
and might thus misclassify Flemish communes strongly interactmodules,
similar to those
other spatially extended
es (the 19 communes
formExpert,
P., Evans, T. S., Blondel, V. D.,
& Lambiotte,
R. observed
(2011).inUncovering
space-independent
communities in spatial networks.
ing with Brussels and communes that have mixed language popunetworks and mainly determined by short-range interactions
d of the symmetrized numSciences,
lations. A similar bipartition is found by considering only the signs
between communes. Although boundaries of this partition coinring a time period
of 6 mo 108(19), 7663-7668.
of the dominant eigenvector of the modularity matrix (see
cide
with
the
linguistic
separation
of
the
country
(38),
the
unaption of the data). This netFig. 1. Decomposition of a Belgian mobile phone
intonot
communities
SI Text).
warenetwork
would
discover the existence of two linguistic
mized customer–customer
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Deterrence function and gravity model
Observed edges
Expected edges

0

100 200 300 …

Ad-Hoc deterrence function

Relaxed Gravity Model

When a spatial model is used to create a randomized version of an
observed network, the most appropriate deterrence function can
be learned from data. A simple way to achieve this is to count the
fraction of edges occurring between nodes at a given distance,
and to compare it with edges that should appear at random if
there was no spatial e�ect. To avoid over�tting (each pair of node
being at di�erent distances with in�nite precision), we usually create bins of relevant size, e.g., every cm, km, ���km, etc., or using
bins of exponentially growing size, e.g., [�,�],[�,�],[�,�],[�,��],[��,��].
More formally, the deterrence function is de�ned as:

The gravity model can be relaxed to accept any deterrence function, chosen apriori or �tted on data. The important di�erence
with a soft RGG is that the probability of observing interactions is
proportional to the attractiveness of entities. More formally:

P

f (d) = P

i,j|

ij =d

Aij

i,j|

ij =d

Mij

with Aij the adjacency matrix (or weight matrix) of the observed
graph and Mij the probability of observing an edge (or weight
of edges) between nodes i and j according to the chosen null
model. For instance, with the simplest hypothesis that edges occur completely at random, 8i,j , Mij = d.

Gij = Piout Pjin f (

f(d) =

ij )

∑i,j|d =d Aij

Network Gravity Model

ij

The gravity model naturally translates as a Spatial Con�guration
Model, by considering that the degree of nodes correspond to
their power of attraction. It is intuitively expressed in network
terms as follows: each of the out-going stub of node i connects at
random with an in-going stub of all other nodes, with a probability
biased by the deterrence function.

∑i,j|d =d
ij

Non monotony of deterrence function

Deterrence function in Gravity Model

In a variety of real situations, ad-hoc deterrence functions are nonmonotonous. Think of car trips, plane trips, bicycle trips, etc. It is
not e�cient to use such transportation systems for trips shorter

The custom deterrence function of a graph that we want to model
using a Gravity Model can be expressed as:
P
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kikj
2L

The gravity law - example

(a) Spatial Eccentricity

(b

Nodes: Vélo’v station (2D position)
Fig. Edges:
1: Illustration
of trips
computed
number of
over aspatial
period eccentricity
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BSS dataset and typical
gravity null model.

The gravity law - example

f(d)

Distance d (meters)
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The gravity law - example

(a) Configuration
Model (NG)
Space-dependent communities
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(b)

The gravity law - example

l (NG)

(b) DCgravity

(d)
Details
DCgravity
Some (social) space-independent communities that were previously hidden by spatial constraints

he Lyon BSS dataset, using27 di↵erent null models.

The radiation
law
28

The radiation law
Limitations of the gravity law
1. Requires previous data to fit
2. The number of travelers between destinations
depends only on their populations and distances.
In reality, this value depends probably of other
opportunities
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The radiation law
Intuition: Model how people move for jobs
1.Individuals look for job in all cities
2.Each city has a number of job opportunities
• Each job has a value of interest, considered random
3. What is the probability for a job-seeker to choose a job in city c
located at distance d?
• Depends only on how many jobs offered in cities at a
distance equal or lower than d (probability to find a better job
closer)

The model is parameter-free!
30

The radiation law
The model can be formulated in terms of radiation and absorption
Radiation Law of Spatial Interactions

Rad

The Radiation Lawa is another random spatial model. Unlike previous ones, it does not depends on a deterrence function, and is
parameter-free. It is based on the principle of relative opportunities: the probability of observing an interaction from i to j depends
on Piout , Pjin , and the sum of all Pkin for ik < ik , i.e., other opportunities accessible at a shorter distance. More formally:

The a
is that
grees
surrou
scale
other
On th
its sim
into a
tance

• take locations i and j with populations (in-degree) mi and nj and at distance rij
• denote sij the total population in the circle with radius rij centered at i
(excluding the source and destination population)
• Ti is the number of commuters (out-degree)
Radiation Law of Spatial Interactions
The Radiation Lawa is another random spatial model. Unlike previous ones, it does not depends on a deterrence function, and is
parameter-free. It is based on the principle of relative opportunities: the probability of observing an interaction from i to j depends
on Piout , Pjin , and the sum of all Pkin for ik < ik , i.e., other opportunities accessible at a shorter distance. More formally:
Rij =
With sij =
u2V,

kiout

P

iu <

kiout kiin
(kiout + sij )(kiout + kiin + sij )
in the sum of opportunities at a shorter
ku
ij

With sij =
u2V,

P

iu <

kiout kiin
(kiout + sij )(kiout + kiin + sij )

in the sum of opportunities at a shorter
ku
ij

distance than the target.
a

Spa

Simini et al. ����.

Comm
Radiation Law VS Gravity Law
comm

there
been
The advantage of the radiation law comparedcover
wit
fects,a
is that two nodes located at the same distance
The p
grees
can
have
di�erent
edge
probabilities
dep
which
Radiation Law of Spatial Interactions
Mode

surroundings. Intuitively, the expected relation be
cities
other large town, or if a Metropolies lies between
Sij weakness of the Radiation L
On the contrary, the
its simplicity: without deterrence function, it is im
i
into account non-linear
and non-monotonic in�u
M
tance.
co

Illustration of the zone sij in which opportunities decrease the
scaleprobability
cities of
atinteractions
distance
l is idi�erent
if both
between
and j.

j

a

distance than the target.
a

Rij = kiout

E

Space-Corrected Community D

Simini et al. ����.
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Community detection applied to spatial networ
communities corresponding to a spatial partition
there is actually no boundary between those regio

The radiation law
Comparison with census data and the
gravity law predictions
Simini. et.al, Nature 2010
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Radiation Law VS Gravity Law

+ Radiation:
• No parameters
• Two nodes of same degrees at similar distance can have
different edge probability based on their location

+ Gravity:
• Customizable deterrence function… The real world is complex !
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MULTI-PARTITE GRAPHS
• Bi-partite: there

exists 2 kinds of nodes, and links can only
connect nodes of different types
‣
‣

Multi-partite: similar but with more than 2 types. (less common)
Not strictly different from normal graphs: if you don’t know the two categories
of nodes, it looks like any network

• Bi-partite
‣
‣
‣
‣

networks are quite commonly use

Actors - Films
Clients - Products
Reserchers - conferences/institutions
…

MULTI-PARTITE GRAPHS

• The

problem is that some definitions of normal graphs
become meaningless
‣
‣
‣

Clustering coefficient
Modularity
…

MULTI-PARTITE GRAPHS
Modularity: do not count pairs of nodes of same types

MULTI-PARTITE GRAPHS
Clustering Coefficient:
Of a pair

Of a Node: Average among
nodes N at distance 2

cc(u,v)

2/6

2/4

2/8

MULTI-PARTITE GRAPHS
• Large

literature on the topic, in particular applications to
recommendation
‣

Users - products => propose the right products to the right user

Kunegis, J., De Luca, E. W., & Albayrak, S. (2010, June). The link prediction problem in bipartite networks. In International Conference on Information Processing and
Management of Uncertainty in Knowledge-based Systems (pp. 380-389). Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg.
Barber, M. J. (2007). Modularity and community detection in bipartite networks. Physical Review E, 76(6), 066102.
Zhang, P., Wang, J., Li, X., Li, M., Di, Z., & Fan, Y. (2008). Clustering coefficient and community structure of bipartite networks. Physica A: Statistical Mechanics and its
Applications, 387(27), 6869-6875.

MULTI-PARTITE GRAPHS
•A

bipartite graph can be projected on one of its node-set

• One

set of of nodes remain as nodes

• Those

nodes are connected if they share a neighbor in the
bipartite graphs
‣

Variations: threshold, corrected by a null-model, etc.

SELECTION OF INTERESTING
NETWORK REPRESENTATIONS

40

HYPERGRAPHS
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HYPERGRAPHS
• “Generalization” of
• An

graph

edge is not limited to 2 extremities
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HYPERGRAPHS
• Most

common usage: represent a single event involving several
nodes

• In
‣

social networks: 10 students attending a same course A
Normal network: 45 undirected edges. Giant clique. Very dense
-

‣

Problem: if 5 attend another course B and the others another course C => no way to see
who worked with whom (a single clique, with double links or weights=2)

Hypergraph: A single link with ten endpoints
-

And we can add 2 single links with 5 endpoints and still differentiate attendances

• Another

example: in Bitcoin, transactions are multi-input, multioutput. Some transactions have 1000 input, 1000 output
‣

500 000 links for a single transaction in a normal network!
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HYPERGRAPHS

• In
‣

practice, very few direct usages
Too difficult to handle ? Too different from normal networks?

• Hypergraphs
‣
‣

can be transformed in bi-partite graphs

Social Network: student nodes and class nodes
Bitcoin: transaction nodes and address nodes
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MULTILAYER NETWORKS
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MULTILAYER NETWORKS

• Multiplex

network

• Multislice

network

• Multitype

network

• Heterogenous

information network

[Kivela 2014]
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MULTILAYER NETWORKS
• Can
‣

be used to represent:

Several types of relations between the same nodes
Bus transportation network
- Bicycle transportation network
- Car transportation network
- …
-
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MULTILAYER NETWORKS
• Can
‣

be used to represent:

Several snapshots of the same network
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MULTILAYER NETWORKS

Both/Other
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MULTILAYER NETWORKS
• Relations
‣

Only between same nodes in different layers
-

‣

can be:

Public transport interconnection

Between different nodes in different layers
-

Information transfert form person A on Facebook to person B on Instagram.
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MULTILAYER NETWORKS
• All

usual definitions on static networks can be extended to
multilayer networks
‣

Degree, clustering coefficient, community detection…

• The

problem is that there are many ways to do it, and it
depends on what your layers represent
‣

Degree of a person on a multilayer network of facebook, Twitter, Linked-in?

• If

you used a multilayer network, it is because it was not well
summarized by a single network…
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MULTILAYER NETWORKS
A simple idea: multilayers networks can be
transformed into simple networks
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MULTILAYER NETWORKS

• Matrix
‣

representation:

Many algorithms on networks work on adjacency matrices

• Solution: Supra-adjacency
‣

matrix

Or flattened tensors
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MULTILAYER NETWORKS
Blue, green: intra-layer
gray: inter-layer 1
black: inter-layer2

Cognitive map: relations between
4 people seen by each of these 4 people
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Interdependent networks
Interdependent networks:
•

links between networks assign the dependency between nodes in different
layers

•

The identities of nodes are not necessarily the same in different layers
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Infrastructure networks
Example: 2003 Italy blackout
•

A power line between Italy and Switzerland was damaged by storm

•

Power outage for 12 hours in Italy and spread to Switzerland for 3 hours

•

56 millions of people without electricity

•

110 trains cancelled, All flights were cancelled
LETTERS

a

NATURE | Vol 464 | 15 April 2010

b

Figure 1 | Modelling a blackout in Italy. Illustration of an iterative process of

c

at56
the next step are marked in green. b, Additional nodes that were

1 Network of Interdependent Networks
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Infrastructure networks

Interdependent infrastructure networks
•

Power-grid networks

•

Communication networks

•

railway networks

•

Water supply

•

Gas supply

•

Transportation and fuel

Motivation

Fig. 1.11 Left: Power grid and Internet dependence in Italy. Analysis of this system can explain the
cascade failure that led to the 2003 blackout. Right: Inter-dependence of fundamental infrastructures.
A further example is a recent event in Cyprus (July 2011), where an explosion caused a failure of
failure
the electrical power lines, which in turn caused the countries water supply to shut down, due to the
strong coupling between these two networks

•

To understand correlated

•

To assess risk of interdependency

•

To design robust interdependent
significant cascading failures throughout the global economic system. Based on the
networks against attack andsuccess of complex networks in modeling interconnected systems, applying complex
random failure
network theory to study economic systems has been given much attention [77–84].
The strong connectivity in financial and economic networks allows catastrophic
cascading node failure
to occur whenever the system experiences a shock, especially
57
Figure 4. Interdependent Infrastructure Sectors

HIGHER ORDER NETWORKS
(HON)
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HIGHER ORDER NETWORKS
• Many

networks are built using logs of sequence of items
encountered by actors
‣
‣

People travelling in public transport go through stations
Consumer buy products on amazon one after the other

• Normal
‣
‣

network: split sequences in pairs

Higher order: conserve the memory of previous items
From first-order Markovian to second-order Markovian
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HIGHER ORDER NETWORKS

Round trips
Rosvall, M., Esquivel, A. V., Lancichinetti, A., West, J. D., & Lambiotte, R. (2014). Memory in network flows and its effects on spreading dynamics and community detection.
60
Nature communications, 5, 4630.

HIGHER ORDER NETWORKS
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HIGHER ORDER NETWORKS
• Random

walk approaches generalize naturally to higher order
networks
‣
‣

Centrality: PageRank
Communities: Infomap

• At

each step, the random walker decides to follow an out-going
link

• This
‣

probability can depend on the walker origin

Actually representing the HON or not.
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HIGHER ORDER NETWORKS
• Applying
•A

node is now a tuple (node, history)

• Results
‣
‣

a community detection algorithm to a HON

of a community detection algorithm:

Communities are composed of (node, history) vertices
We can go back to a traditional community partition:
We forget the memory part of nodes
- Several instances of same nodes in same community
- Same node in different communities
- =>Overlapping communities
-
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HIGHER ORDER NETWORKS

• Weakness: complexity
• Number

sources

• =>

of nodes multiplied by number of possible arrival

Rare cases could be ignored, current research topic

Lambiotte, R., Rosvall, M., & Scholtes, I. (2019). From networks to optimal higher-order models of complex systems. Nature physics, 15(4), 313-320.
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